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The internet was likely not intended to remain free forever. The intention for it to be

used as a totalitarian tool was baked in from the start



Google started as a DARPA grant and was part of the CIA’s and NSA's digital data

program, the purpose of which was to conduct “birds of a feather” mapping online so

that certain groups could be neutralized



All of the early internet freedom technologies of the ‘90s were funded by the Pentagon

and the State Department. They were developed by the intelligence community as an

insurgency tool — a means to help dissident groups in foreign countries to develop a

pro-U.S. stance and evade state-controlled media. Now, these same technologies have

been turned against the American public, and are used to control public discourse



In the past, censorship was a laborious task that could only be done after the fact.

ArtiUcial intelligence has radically altered the censorship industry. AI programs can

now censor information en masse, based on the language used, and prevent it from

being seen at all



One of the most effective strategies that would have immediate effect would be to

strip the censorship industry of its government funding. The House controls the purse

strings of the federal government, so the House Appropriations Committee has the

power to end the funding of government-sponsored censorship
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In this video, I interview Mike Benz, executive director for the Foundation for Freedom

Online. Benz started off as a corporate lawyer representing tech and media

companies before joining the Trump administration, where he worked as a speech

writer for Dr. Ben Carson, the former U.S. Secretary of Housing and Urban

Development (HUD) and President Trump.

He also advised on economic development policy. He then joined the State

Department as Deputy Assistant Secretary for International Communications and

Information Technology. There, he ran the cyber desks at state, meaning all things

having to do with the internet and foreign policy.

“This is toward the end of 2020, which was a really fascinating time to

witness the merger, in many respects, of big government and big tech

companies themselves,” he says. “I had grown up, I think, like many

Americans, with a belief that the First Amendment protected you against

government censorship.

The terms of engagement that we had enjoyed from 1991, when the

worldwide web rolled out, until 2016, the election in the U.S. and Brexit in the

U.K., which is, really, the Krst political event where the election was

determined, in many respects, by momentum on the internet.

There was that 25-year golden period where the idea of being censored by a

private sector company, let alone the government, was considered

something, to me, very deeply anathema to the American experience.

What I witnessed at the State Department — because I was at the desk,

basically, that Google and Facebook would call when they wanted favors

abroad, when they wanted American protection or American policies to

preserve their dominance in Europe, or in Asia or in Latin America.

And the U.S. government was doing favors for these tech companies while



the tech companies were censoring the people who voted for the

government. It was a complete betrayal of whatever social contract typically

underlies the public-private partnership.”

The Internet Was Founded by the National Security State

Ostensibly, the rapid expansion of censorship started post-2016, but you can make a

strong argument that the internet was never intended to remain free forever. Rather,

the intention for it to be used as a totalitarian tool was likely baked in from the start

when the national security state founded it in 1968.

The worldwide web, which is the user interface, was launched in 1991, and my

suspicion is that the public internet was seeded and allowed to grow in order to

capture and make the most of the population dependent upon it, knowing that it

would be the most effective social engineering tool ever conceived. Benz comments:

“I totally agree ... A lot of people, in trying to understand what's happening

with the net censorship, say ‘We had this free internet, and then suddenly

there was this age of censorship and the national security state got involved

at the censorship side.’

But when you retrace the history, internet freedom itself was actually a

national security state imperative. The internet itself is a product of a

counterinsurgency necessity by the Pentagon to manage information during

the 1960s, particularly to aggregate social science data. And then, it was

privatized.

Opening it up to all comers in the private sector, it was handed off from

DARPA [the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency] to the National

Science Foundation, and then went through a series of universities on the

infrastructure side.



And then, right out of the gate in 1991, you had the Cold War coming to an

end, and then simultaneously, you had this profusion of Pentagon-funded

internet freedom technologies. You had things like VPNs, encrypted chat,

TOR.

All of the early internet freedom technologies of the ‘90s were funded by the

Pentagon, the State Department, and developed by the intelligence

community, primarily, as a way of using internet freedom as a means to help

dissident groups in foreign countries be able to develop a pro-U.S.

beachhead, because it was a way to evade state-controlled media.

This was, basically, an insurgency tool for the U.S. government, in the same

way that Voice of America and Radio Free Liberty, and Radio Free Europe

were tools of the CIA in the Cold War, to beam in, basically, pro-U.S. content

to populations in foreign countries in order to sway them towards U.S.

interests. It was a way of managing the world empire.

The internet served the same purpose, and it couldn't be done if it was called

a Pentagon operation, a State Department or CIA operation. But all of the

tech companies themselves are products of that. Google started as a DARPA

grant that was obtained at Stanford by Sergey Brin and Larry Page.

In 1995, they were part of the CIA and NSA's [National Security Agency’s]

massive digital data program. They had their monthly meetings with their CIA

and NSA advisers for that program, where the express stated purpose was

for the CIA and NSA to be able to map so-called ‘Birds of a feather’ online ...

so that they could be neutralized.”

How It All Began

As noted by Benz, the idea of having the intelligence community map political “Birds

of a Feather” communities in order to either mobilize or neutralize them was (and still



is) justiUed in the name of counterterrorism. Nowadays, as we’ve seen during the

pandemic, it’s used to control public discourse, suppress truth, and promote

propaganda angles.

The technology used to control public discourse is an artiUcial intelligence (AI)

technique called natural language processing (NLP). It’s a way of aggregating

everyone who believes a certain thing online into community databases based on the

words they use, the hashtags, the slogans and images.

“Emerging narratives, all manner of metadata aaliations, all that can be

aggregated to create a topographical network map of what you believe in and

who you're associated with, so that it can all be turned down in a fast, precise

and comprehensive manner by content moderation teams, because they're all

birds of the same feather,” Benz explains.

“The fact that this grew out of the U.S. National Security state, which is

running the show, essentially, today, to me says that there's a continuation

between the internet freedom and internet censorship. They simply switched

from one side of the chess board to the other.”

What Is the National Security State?

For clarity, when Benz talks about the "National Security State,” what he’s referring to

are the institutions that uphold the rules-based international order. Domestically, that

includes the Pentagon, State Department, Department of Homeland Security (DHS),

certain aspects of the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the 17 intelligence agencies.

Of those, the Pentagon, State Department and the intelligence community (IC) are the

three central ones that have managed the American world empire since the 1940s.

None of them are supposed to be able to operate domestically, but in a sense their

power has expanded so much that they essentially control domestic affairs.



As explained by Benz, the Pentagon, State Department and IC are not supposed to be

able to operate domestically. “But in a sense, they really control domestic affairs,

because their power has expanded so much that they've developed an extraordinary

laundering apparatus to be able to fund international institutions that then boomerang

back home and effectively control much of domestic political affairs, including

discourse on the internet.”

As for the CIA, it was created in 1947 under the National Security Act. It was created

as a cloak-and-dagger mechanism, to do things the State Department wanted done

but couldn’t get caught doing due to the diplomatic repercussions — things like

election rigging, assassinations, media control, bribery and other subversion tactics.

The Birth of Hybrid Warfare

Benz continues his explanation of how and why internet censorship emerged when it

did:

“So, there's the U.S. National Security State, and then there's the transatlantic

one involving NATO. The story of Western government involvement in

internet censorship really started after the 2014 Crimea annexation, which

was the biggest foreign policy humiliation of the Obama era.

Atlanta's School of Foreign Policy was deeply incamed by this event and

blamed the fact that there were these breakaway Russia-supporting entities

in Eastern Ukraine and Crimea on a failure to penetrate their media, and this

idea that hearts and minds were being swung towards the Russian side

because of pro-Russian content online.

NATO then declared this doctrine of so-called hybrid warfare — this idea that

Russia had won Crimea not by a military annexation, but by winning, illicitly in

a sense, the hearts and minds of Crimeans through the use of their

propaganda. And the doctrine of hybrid warfare, born in 2014, was this idea



that war was no longer a kinetic thing.

There hadn't been a kinetic war in Europe since World War II. Instead, it had

moved sub-kinetic into the hearts and minds of the people. In fact, NATO

announced a doctrine after 2014 called ‘From tanks to tweets,’ where it

shifted its focus, explicitly, from kinetic warfare to social media opinions

online.

Brexit, which happened in June 2016 ... was blamed on Russian incuence as

well. And so all of these institutions that argued for control over the internet

in Eastern Europe said, ‘Well, it needs to come now. Now it's an all-of-Europe

thing.’

When Trump was then elected Kve months later, explicitly contemplating the

breakup of NATO, all hell broke loose. This idea that we need to censor the

internet went from being something that was touchy and novel, in the view of

Pentagon brass and State Department folks, to something that was totally

essential to saving the entire rules-based international order that came out of

World War II.

At the time, the reasoning was, Brexit, in the U.K., was going to give rise to

Frexit, in France, with Marine Le Pen and her movement there. Matteo Salvini

was going to cause Italexit In Italy, there’d be Grexit in Greece, Spexit in

Spain, and the entire European Union would come undone, just because

these right-wing populist parties would naturally vote their way into political

power.

They would vote for working-class, cheap energy policies that would make

them more closely aligned with Russia naturally, because of the cheaper oil

prices, or cheaper gas prices. Then, suddenly, you've got no EU, you've got no

NATO, and then, you've got no Western military alliance.



So, from that moment, after Trump's election, immediately, there was this

diplomatic roadshow by U.S. State Department oacials, who all thought they

were getting promotions in November 2016. They thought they were going to

get promoted from the State Department to the National Security Council.

Turns out, they all got Kred, because someone with a 5% chance of winning

ended up winning that day.

So, they took their international connections, their international networks

around the Atlanta Council, the Council on Foreign Relations, the entire think

tank, quasi-intelligence, quasi-military, government-funded NGO soup, and

they did this international roadshow, starting in January 2017, to convince

European countries to start censoring their internet ...

Out of that came NetzDG [Netzwerkdurchsetzungsgesetz, the Network

Enforcement Act] in Germany, which introduced a necessity of artiKcial

intelligence-powered social media censorship.

All of that was, essentially, spearheaded by this network of State Department

and Pentagon folks who then used their own internal folks in the government

to procure government grants and contracts to these same entities.

Eventually, they all rotated into those tech companies to set the policies as

well.”

Threat From Within

So, to summarize, the infrastructure for worldwide internet censorship was largely

established by IC veterans who were forced out by the Trump administration, and that

infrastructure was then used to catalyze the international censorship response during

COVID in late 2019, early 2020. Benz continues:

“Right. And those veterans were not alone. The full story is not just the

shadow security state and exile. The fact is this. The Trump administration



never had control of its own defense department, State Department or

intelligence community.

It was the intelligence community that, essentially, drove his Krst

impeachment, that drove a two-and-a-half year special prosecutor

investigation that rolled up 12 to 20 of Trump's closest associates. You had a

chief of staff there who was hiding the military Kgures from the government.

The careers at state threatened the political appointees from the inside. I

experienced that myself.

This permanent aspect of Washington, with unKreable careers in high places,

combined with a turf war in the GOP [Republican Party] between the populist

right and the neo-conservative right, with the neo-conservative right having

many well-placed Republicans in the Defense Department, State Department,

in IC, to thwart the previous president's agenda there, allowed this political

network and exile, on the censorship side, to work with their allies within the

government to create these censorship beach heads.

So, for example, that's how they created the Department of Homeland

Security’s ... Krst permanent government censorship bureau in the form of

this entity called CISA [the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency,

founded in November 2018], which is supposed to just be a cybersecurity

entity.

It was done because of media and intelligence community laundering of a

never-substantiated claim that Russia had potentially hacked the 2016

election, hacked the election machines or voting software, or might be able

to do so in the future, and so we need a robust armed-to-the-teeth DHS unit

to protect our cybersecurity from the Russians.

It's the mission creep of the century. After the Mueller probe ended in June

2019, this unit, CISA, within DHS [Department of Homeland Security] — which



had set up all of this, and which is only supposed to do cybersecurity — said

‘Well, if you squint and look at it, discourse online is a cybersecurity threat

because if it undermines public faith or conKdence in our elections, and it’s

done using a cyber nexus, i.e., social media post, then that’s a form of

cybersecurity threat, because democracy is essential to our security.’

And so you went from this cybersecurity mission to a cyber censorship

bureau, because if you tweeted something about mail-in ballots in the 2020

election, that was deemed to be a cyber attack on critical infrastructure, i.e.,

elections.

When they got away with that in 2020, DHS then said, ‘Well, if you squint and

look at it, public health is also critical infrastructure.’ So, now, DHS gets to

direct social media companies to censor opinions about COVID-19.

Then they worked their way into saying the same thing about Knancial

systems, Knancial services, about the Ukraine war, about immigration. It got

to the point where, by late 2022, the head of CISA declared that cognitive

infrastructure is critical infrastructure.”

Cracks only appeared after Republicans got a majority in the House of

Representatives in November 2022 and Elon Musk acquired Twitter. Public support

for government also dwindled as Musk’s release of the Twitter Files revealed the

extent of government’s involvement in the censoring of Americans.

So far, though, public awareness hasn’t changed anything. The very entities that once

stood for internet freedom, like the National Science Foundation, are still actively

funding and furthering government censorship activities.

AI Gives Censors God-Like Powers

Benz Urst became “gripped by the stakes of what was happening on the internet” in



August 2016, after reading a series of papers discussing the use of NLP to monitor,

surveil and regulate the distribution of information on social media based on the

words used.

“DARPA provided tens of millions of dollars of funding for this language

processing, this language chunking capacity of AI in order, ostensibly, to stop

ISIS recruiting on Facebook and Twitter,” Benz says.

“As part of the predicate for putting military boots on the ground in Syria,

there was a lot of talk about ISIS coming to the U.S., and they were recruiting

on Facebook and Twitter. And so the Pentagon, DARPA and the IC developed

this language spyware capacity to map the dialectic of how ISIS

sympathizers talk online, the words they use, the images they share, the

preKxes, the suaxes, all the different community connections.

And then, I saw that this was being done for purposes of domestic political

control instead of foreign counterterrorism, and the power that it has. It is

what totally changed the internet forever. Before 2016, there was not the

technological capacity to do mass social media censorship. That was the

age of what censorship insiders like to call the whack-a-mole era. Censorship

was reactive.

It was done by forum, by moderators, essentially. Everything had to be

cagged manually before it could be taken down, which meant millions of

people had already seen it, or it had already gone viral, it had already done its

damage, so to speak, and you were just cutting off the backend with an act of

censorship.

You could never have a permanent control apparatus in that setting, because

there would always be a Krst mover advantage to whoever posted it. What AI

censorship technology breakthroughs enabled after 2016 was a kind of

nuclear weapon, if you will, on the censorship side, to be able to end the war



immediately.

You don't need a standing army of 100,000 people to censor COVID. You need

one good developer, working with one manic social scientist who spends her

entire life mapping what Dr. Mercola says online, and what he's talking about

this week, what his followers are saying, what they're saying about this drug,

or what they're saying about this vaccine, or what they're saying about this

institution.

All of that can be cataloged into a lexicon of how you talk. And then, all of

that talk can just be turned down to zero. At the same time, they can super

amplify the language that they themselves are doing. So it gives a God-like

control to a tiny, tiny, tiny minority of people who can then use that to control

the discourse of the entire population.

What's also so terrifying about the National Security State's involvement in

this is, when they discovered the power of this by mid-2018, they began to

roll it out to every other country in the world for purposes of political control

there — to the Ghana desk, to the Ecuador desk, to Southeast Asia, all over

Europe.”

Can We Get Out of the Grip of Censorship?

At the time of this writing, we’re in a lull. The COVID pandemic has been declared over

and aside from the Russia-Ukraine conhict, there are no major political crises going

on that warrant heavy censorship. The networks and technologies for radical

suppression are already in place, however, and can be turned up at a moment’s notice.

We’ve also recently seen just how easy it is for alternative media to be inUltrated and

upended, so the fact that there are alternative platforms doesn’t guarantee that future

censorship efforts will fail.



“There are so many threat vectors,” Benz says. “There are a lot of questions

about what's going on, for example, at Project Veritas, with how quickly it

ousted James O'Keefe after releasing the most viral video ever, on PKzer. It

was about one week later — after their biggest accomplishment, perhaps,

ever — that it was totally overthrown.

A similar thing has happened with Fox News with [the Kring of] Tucker

Carlson, the most popular cable TV host in the country — the guy who gets

three times more concurrent viewership than CNN, in the opposing spot.

Institutions can absolutely be penetrated and co-opted when enough

pressure is applied.”

Transatlantic Flank Attack 2.0 Underway

As mentioned earlier, the U.S. censorship really began with NATO. Benz refers to this

as the transatlantic hank attack. Basically, when U.S. intelligence want to impact the

internet domestically, they Urst work with their European partners to enact regulatory

changes in Europe Urst. This then ends up spilling into the U.S. market, and the IC

appears to have had nothing to do with it.

The Urst transatlantic hank attack took place in early 2017 with the NetzDG. We’re

now under transatlantic attack again, through the Digital Markets Act. This law, Benz

says, will make it very dijcult for Rumble and other free speech platforms to

maintain that posture during the next pandemic. Once these platforms are forced to

comply with the Digital Markets Act on the European side, the changes will be felt

everywhere.

Cause for Cautious Optimism

While Benz remains hopeful that solutions to global censorship will present

themselves, he still recognizes that the forces at play are enormous and the risks are



high.

“It's one of these things where the more you see what we're up against, the

more sobering it becomes. I think you need to maintain hope in order to

maintain energy, to maintain momentum. With momentum, weird things can

happen, even if you're not supposed to win. Strange things break, or take a

life of their own, or resurface.

All the little weaknesses of the system get tested, simply by a momentum

here and there. For example, Elon Musk's acquisition of Twitter is probably

the reason that the GOP got over the hump in doing all of these

congressional investigations into the government's role in censorship.

They felt like they had an ally at Twitter, that they had billionaire backing.

There was a waterfall, cascade impact. So, I am hopeful. DHS is on the run

right now. They purged their website of all their domestic censorship

operations that they listed and were loud and proud about for two whole

years after the catastrophe of the disinformation governance board in April

2022.

They already had a Ministry of Truth at DHS. They just gave one hypothetical

board the wrong name. They didn't call it the CISA. They made the mistake of

calling it by the right name, and that's what ended the entire political support

for the underlying apparatus.

So, the importance of an Orwellian name is essential for maintaining the

political support. But I guess what I'm trying to say is, I'm hopeful, and I'm

honored to be a part of this rebel ceet of folks trying to take on the empire

behind the censorship situation.

But having seen, in so many iterations the toolkit they use, it is a medieval

torture toolkit that can do strange things. Pressure can do strange things,



even to great people. And so I'm cautiously optimistic.”

Essential Internet Backbone Is Not Politically Neutral

In my view, internet decentralization is one key innovation that could break the grip of

censorship. That said, other aspects, such as cybersecurity, must also be reinvented.

CloudFlare, for example, a content delivery and cloud cybersecurity service, basically

controls the internet because they protect online businesses and platforms from

hackers using Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. Without it, you cannot survive online if

you’re a big business. Even with a decentralized internet, CloudFlare might still be

able to exert control by leaving sites open to DDoS (distributed denial of service)

attacks.

Disturbingly, CloudFlare got political for the Urst time after 2016, when it decided to

remove protection from a site called Kiwi Farms, which expressed anti-transgender

views. As a result, the site had to move over to a Russian server to get back online.

Basically, U.S. citizens had to look for internet freedom in Russia because their

architecture could not be supported in the U.S. — all because a government-

integrated backbone of the internet made a political decision, likely at the behest of

the IC.

“If there is another pandemic, for example, and there's a push for certain

medical interventions or countermeasures that certain sites don't go along

with, the CloudFlare, absolutely, could be a weapon in that respect,” Benz

says.

“One of the things I found so troubling is that CISA, this DHS censorship

agency, after the 2020 election set up a private sector liaison subcommittee

for mis- and disinformation policies in the private sector. It was a seven-

person subcommittee, with all of the top censorship experts at the University



of Washington and Stanford.

Vijaya Gadde, the former head of censorship at Twitter, was a part of this

board. I thought it was very troubling that the CEO of CloudFlare was also one

of the seven people on the DHS censorship board.”

Major Challenges to a Decentralized Internet

Benz continues:

“To proceed to the various challenges to a decentralized internet, when you

move up the stack of censorship ... they can move up to cloud servers, to

payment processors, and even to things like CloudFlare and your

infrastructure protection.

In the early era of censorship, there was a rebuttal by censorship advocates

that if you don't like what private sector companies are doing, start your own

social media companies. Build your own Google, build your own YouTube,

build your own Facebook, build your own Twitter.

And then, what started to happen as censorship got completely insane, when

it went from being troubling to disturbing, to saturating ... you started to see

these alternative social media platforms like Gab and Parler ... that tried to

escape the content moderation policies with Big Tech. But what started to

happen is, those social media companies, like Parler, were completely

destroyed.

Parler was de-platformed from, basically, the entire internet, when the

president had just moved there, after being kicked off Twitter. That was a

very instructive moment, and one that censorship insiders have recected on,

I should say, many, times as a moment of, ‘Should we have done that? We did

it, but it costs us a lot of political capital.’



Parler was kicked off of Amazon Web Services. They were kicked off of all of

the banks. They were banned from email providers. They could not hook to

the internet, essentially, to even maintain the ability to post anything there.

So, it went from build your own social media company to build your own

bank.

Now you need to build your own bank and get a banking license for the

payment processors. You need to build your own email distribution. You need

to build your own cloud servers.

You need to build your own software service providers. And, eventually, are

you going to need to lay your own subsea cables across the Atlantic and

PaciKc oceans? The social media companies didn't invent the internet. They

are superimposed on Pentagon infrastructure.”

The House Needs to Defund the Censorship Industry

Without doubt, there will be another crisis, whether it be another pandemic or war or

something else, that will send the censorship machine into full gear yet again. Right

now we’re in a lull, so this is the time to think ahead and get prepared. The question is,

what can we do? How do we prepare and Ught back?

According to Benz, one of the most effective strategies that would have immediate

effect, and could be done right now, would be to strip the censorship industry of its

government funding. He explains:

“Right now, there's a Republican controlled House. The advantage of the

House is that it controls appropriations, the purse strings of the federal

government. If the House Appropriations Committee took seriously the

government subsidization of censorship networks in the private sector, you

could defund the speech police, even though, on the AI side, it only takes one

good coder to be able to take out an entire political philosophy.



The fact is, they can only do that job because of an army of social science

folks across 45 different U.S. colleges and universities who get paid. There

are tens of thousands of them who are paid through the National Science

Foundation, through DARPA grants and State Department grants, to map

communities online as a matter of social science, and then provide that to

the computer scientist to censor it.

My foundation, the Foundation for Freedom Online, has detailed $100 million,

just in the past 18 months, that have gone from the federal government

institutions directly into social media censorship insiders. Censorship is not

an act anymore, it's an industry, and you can cripple their capacity building.

When you pump it full of money, you go from having a couple of people do it,

to tens of thousands of people doing it. The censorship capacity is built on

an infrastructure of an industry that relies on government to pay for it, and it

relies on government to spearhead their penetration into the institutions.

Right now, there are about eight different congressional committees trying to

solve this problem from different aspects. I've personally briefed eight

different congressional committees ... But only a few of those committees

are taking it seriously enough to pursue the issue deeply, and where that will

shake out remains uncertain.

CISA worked with dozens of social media companies and private sector

cutouts to launder censorship from the government into the private sector,

but the institution I worked with more than anyone was the University of

Stanford, the Stanford Internet Observatory in particular.

Jim Jordan's Weaponization Subcommittee just subpoenaed Stanford for

what I call the perfectly preserved First Amendment crime scene. Stanford

meticulously kept logs of all of its censorship activities with government

oacials for the COVID-19 pandemic, and for two election cycles.



They detailed 66 narratives that they censored online, having to do with

everything about vaccines, eacacy of masks, opposition to lockdown

mandates. And then, they had a fourth category for conspiracy theories,

basically anything that someone said about the World Economic Forum, or

Bill Gates.

They're now refusing to comply with that subpoena. But the stakes keep

getting escalated, because who's going to enforce that subpoena? Steve

Bannon, regardless of your opinion of him, just got indicted for not complying

with a subpoena, but is this Justice Department going to pursue criminal

penalties against Stanford, for withholding congressional subpoena for their

government?

This is for their government, because they were the formal partners. They

had a formal partnership with the DHS. That stuff should be FOIA-able, Krst

of all. You shouldn't even need a subpoena for it. The only reason you can't

FOIA it is because they laundered it through Stanford. Standord holds the

records rather than DHS.

I tried to FOIA that from DHS, and DHS says, ‘We don't have it, even though

they were our communications.’ So this is the way the CIA structures in an

operation, through a web of cutouts and offshore banks, so you can never

really get transparency. They're now doing that for the censorship industry at

home ...

Whether they will continue to raise the stakes is now a terrifying open issue.

And the fact that it's the inside guys who are running the censorship situation

means there may be other tactics that need to be pursued here, which is why

I talked about, simply, going to the appropriations committee and zeroing it

out, so you don't even need to enforce subpoenas, necessarily.”



Building a Whole-of-Society Solution

As explained by Benz, the censorship industry was built as a so-called whole-of-

society effort. According to the DHS, misinformation online is a whole-of-society

problem that requires a whole-of-society solution. By that, they meant that four types

of institutions had to fuse together as a seamless whole. Those four categories and

key functions are:

1. Government institutions, which provide funding and coordination

2. Private sector institutions that do the censorship and dedicate funds to

censorship through corporate-social responsibility programs

3. Civil society institutions (universities, NGOs, academia, foundations, nonproUts

and activists) that do the research, the spying and collecting of data that are then

given to the private sector to censor

4. News media/fact checking institutions, which put pressure on institutions,

platforms and businesses to comply with the censorship demands

What the Foundation for Freedom Online is doing is educating people about this

structure, and the ways in which legislatures and the government can be restructured,

how civil society institutions can be established, and how news media can be created

to support and promote freedom rather than censorship.

To learn more, be sure to check out foundationforfreedomonline.com. You can also

follow his very active Twitter account Benz on Twitter.
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Guillermou

Censorship implications with the Pentagon, the Department of State, the Department of Homeland

Security (DHS), certain aspects of the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the 17 intelligence agencies

that should never have a leading role in a rule of law and imply corruption against the rights of the

sovereign people where freedom must be defended. Freedom of expression and academic freedom is

needed to get people to reach the truth of information and science. The integrity of thought requires

the right to liberty and security of the person; the right to a fair trial; freedom of expression; freedom of

thought, conscience and religion; the right to privacy and family life; Freedom of association; freedom

from discrimination; and surveillance by consent, aspects that have been lost at all professional and

academic levels, all of which are long before Covid-19.

The government response to the coronavirus pandemic has Unished massacring these fundamental

human rights. As Dr. Mercola reported, most of the international news coverage in Western media is

provided by three global news agencies: The Associated Press (AP), Reuters, and Agence

France-Presse (AFP). Intelligence agencies and defense ministries are well aware of the power of

these news agencies and use them regularly. The rest of the technocratic apparatus uses these news

agencies in the same way and for the same reasons: to proliferate certain narratives while burying or

“discrediting” others.

The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) of the Department of Homeland Security

is associated with a censorship consortium called the Electoral Integrity Association (EIP). Through

this consortium, DHS illegally censors Americans. Elon Musk recently called CISA a "propaganda

platform." We now know that CISA is associated with a censorship consortium called the Electoral

Integrity Association (EIP). The EIP, in turn, is made up of four organizations.
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Guillermou

Discovery documents from a lawsuit against the White House 13 Uled by the attorneys general of

Missouri and Louisiana (Eric Schmitt and Jeff Landry) show that at least 67 federal employees in

more than a dozen agencies are involved in this type of intelligence activity. illegal censorship (in

the link). As blogger and propaganda analyst Klark Barnes has pointed out, if we want to be free,

we must know what propaganda is and how it works. Classical rhetoric is about persuasion

through argument. Logic is appealed. Propaganda, on the other hand, is a kind of subrational

manipulation that appeals to our most basic instincts.

An informal deUnition of propaganda is "an organized attempt to get people to think or do

something, or not to think or do something." The problem with propaganda is that it is inherently

biased and one-sided, which can become downright dangerous if the other party is censored. This

is particularly true when it comes to medicine and health.

s3.documentcloud.org/documents/22273739/us-objections-and-responses.pd..

 www.globalresearch.ca/every-facet-government-censorship-business/58049..  (2023)

takecontrol.substack.com/.../government-and-big-tech-collusion  (2023) House Foreign Affairs

Republicans sent a letter Tuesday to Secretary of State Antony Blinken demanding more

information about the department's funding of groups that censor conservatives and free speech.

“We are now forced to question the authority by which the GEC justiUes advancing its mission and

the direction of its current evolutionary trajectory,” the lawmakers added. "Congress originally

authorized the GEC to 'support the development and dissemination of fact-based narratives and

analysis to counter propaganda and disinformation directed at the United States and America's

allies and partner nations.'"

www.breitbart.com/politics/2023/05/03/house-republicans-probe-state-de..  (2023)
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juststeve

Gui, for the average American, this structure from our beginning was sought to be stopped in its

tracks before it starts, illegal. It looks like they farmed out activities to slip around guardrails and to

most, appearing at a shallow level of awareness, not to exist. A war against the citizens with no

bullets. Bullets make it easy for people to pull together being no way to ignore it. This war is deep

into a dark forest and fog making it hard for most to see or realize how it all leads to what is

looking like an eventual sophisticated form of Solitary ConUnement.
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Guillermou

Yes, Just, but said dark forest looks like it's being lit with many candles. A Just the News report

indicates that the Biden administration, in conjunction with Big Tech, academia and large

corporations, is pouring taxpayer money into an AI censorship program that allegedly uses

systems once used to wage an information war against the Islamic State. According to a free

speech watchdog, "Under the Biden administration, the National Science Foundation is funding the

idea that if citizen trust in government cannot be earned organically, then it must be installed by

the public." science".

Documents obtained through leaks and lawsuits revealed that government agencies were working

together to "mature a whole-of-government approach to mitigating [misinformation] risks, framing

which tools, authorities, and interventions are appropriate for the threats they affect." the

information environment. ." DHS reportedly justiUed these restrictions on speech and decisions

about what information people should be allowed to engage with by suggesting that terrorist

threats could be "exacerbated by misinformation and disinformation spread online."

christine257.substack.com/p/biden-administration-and-big-tech?utm_sour..  (2023)
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juststeve

Gui, as an individual it is better to light a candle than to curse the darkness. When enough

individuals light candles the best path is easier to Und and for all to follow out of the forest.

Precisely what a Top Down, Power Control structure does not want, but doesn't realize it needs.

Strangled information, ideas, discussions and all lead to dead ends. Emphasis on the Dead.
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Yes to lighting a candle; however, each individual must understand what's happening AND light a

candle. Here's a new? banned? documentary that showed up Friday evening on that topic and a lot

more: UNVACCINATED The Documentary. - - www.bitchute.com/.../vMObb1ibgUqE
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Guillermou

Of course, Rose, NO to vaccinations and let's keep lighting candles. CURRENT CRISIS: DANGER

AND OPPORTUNITY Dr Trozzi with the New American on the sidelines of the Better Way

Conference 2023 Thanks to Veronika Krylenko and her team for holding many important interviews

on the sidelines of the Better Way Conference 2023, including this one. Today we have a

big-picture, solutions-dense, 16 minute interview to share; about which the New American wrote:

Covid policies and mandates unleashed on the world constitute crimes against humanity. Yet those

are only a single aspect of the global attack on individual health, freedom, and sovereignty, says Dr.

Mark Trozzi of the World Council for Health.

In this interview with The New American, Dr. Trozzi describes how Covid policies, particularly

vaccination program and introduction of Covid passes, parallel historic atrocities of ***, and how

the WCH is working to prevent them from ever happening again. There are other alarming

totalitarian and deeply inhumane agendas that are being pushed on people, such as CBDC,

15-minute cities, fake foods, transhumanism, and more. Luckily, there is a better way, as detailed

by the doctor. drtrozzi.org/.../current-crisis-danger-and-opportunity  (06/11/2023)
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juststeve

This is the newest version of Fahrenheit 451. Who needs enemies when those in charge behave

like the MaUa buying a store, bringing in the goods to sell, but instead steal and send them out the

back door to sell, then burn the store down to collect the insurance money? (Credit to Jimmy Dore's

observation.) Seriously, why the enormous treasure spent to protect a burnt-out hulk of a once

thriving "store."
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ChrisColes

Having, for some years now, been under constant surveillance, all phone calls and emails closely

monitored by a neighbour employed by my government, I can attest to the dominance of the idea that

such monitoring serves to protect the nation; when in point of fact it does nothing of the sort. What we

are experiencing is a new form of en.wikipedia.org/.../Coup_d'%C3%A9tat  "A coup d'tat (/ k u d e t / ();

French for 'stroke of state'), also known as a coup or an overthrow, is a seizure and removal of a

government and its powers. Typically, it is an illegal seizure of power by a political faction, politician,

rebel group, military, or a dictator. Many scholars consider a coup successful when the usurpers seize

and hold power for at least seven days." Here in the UK, as also in the US, it is my belief that this coup

d'tat started in the 1980's and is thus some 40 years old. Until the full implications of this seizure of

power by corporate industry and civil servants is recognized, we will never regain a fully civilized

nation; on either side of the Atlantic.
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I work on the assumption that we are all being watched all of the time, particularly on the internet.

As Chief Seattle wrote: "Man did not weave the web of life, he is merely a strand in it. Whatever he

does to the web, he does to himself." A stark warning indeed, not only to the common man but to

the Globalist Cabal.
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Guillermou

Yes, a new form of coup where governments are easy prey to corporate lobbies and where the WEF

and WHO set the course for their interests by promoting the use of censorship in states whose

leaders are also implicated. Humanity is now in the hands of billionaire elites who have a

stranglehold on the media, the political establishment and all of our important institutions. These

unscrupulous oligarchs expand their inhuence from markets, Unance and commerce to politics,

social issues and even public health. The impact this group has had in these other areas of interest

has been impressive.

We live a tremendous battle, in which there is no bomb but a war against humanity. The enemy is

the deep state that wants to subject the world population to its whims. This unknown situation

causes consequences at all levels: health, economic, political, demographic, but, above all, it

causes consequences at the psychological level. We have the weapons that allow us to Ught

against deception. Possible answers can be given in human nature, depending on our personality

and our knowledge of reality. It is a long history of corruption of humanity, which is fought by a few

brave scientists and doctors who believe in freedom and believe in the human soul and the Creator,

they do not believe in Gods who can govern the destiny of humanity under their own interests.

humanity. Unfortunately "The New Normal" is the loss of freedoms, global neoliberalism is even

stronger thanks to the pandemic and has increased its proUts. It has obtained it not only through

exploitation, but directly through the social murder of the working class, the increase in the power

of corporations, the health of the people, a crisis that will last over time with hunger, inequalities

and deaths.
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Guillermou

A great list formed under the tutelage of Klaus Schwab in his Young Global Leaders program,

which has been fundamental in shaping a world order that wants to end democratic principles. Dr.

Vladimir "Zev" Zelenko, told "ReFounding America" host Dr. Peter Breggin that humanity is on the

brink of global enslavement by globalists. A process over four decades, which is why we are on the

verge of global slavery unless people wake up and reach a higher level of consciousness and

choose the freedom they have gained over sociopathic and corrupt governments. Zelenko also

said that the WHO, which he also calls the World Homicide Organization, is working in collaboration

with the United Nations Organization (UN), and both are subordinate to the WEF, and the youth of

the Schwab school Breggin said that China is after all the people in Schwab's "school of global

predators." He added that the Chinese virtually control the WHO and the UN.

According to Zelenko, graduates of that class include Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates, Chancellor

Angela Merkel of Germany, Prime Ministers Justin Trudeau of Canada, Jacinda Ardern of New

Zealand, Scott Morrison of Australia and President Emmanuel Macron of France. among others. It

is about the privatization of governments, setting the course of humanity, counting on the main

multinational investment management corporations such as BlackRock, led by the WEF's own Larry

Fink.

German economist and journalist Ernst Wolff believes that many of the national leaders included in

the Young Global Leader program have been selected for their willingness to carry out the

lockdown agenda of recent years, and that their impending failure will be used as an excuse to

create a new form of Global Government. Since Global Leaders of Tomorrow became Young Global

Leaders 2004, partners like the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Google, and JPMorganChase with

alumni of the program have also participated as sponsors.
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Guillermou

The ultimate consequence of both public-private partnerships and these target areas is the

creation of a largely tyrannical social contract in which the individual has become subservient to

these powerful interests with the WEF-UN partnership and implementation of the global objectives

(2030 Agenda) through the application of the technologies of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The

inhuence of the people who created the corrupt system we live in is evident by those who support

projects like The Great Transition, started with seed money from Rockefeller. In the hope as Dr.

Zelenko says that people wake up and reach a higher level of consciousness and choose freedom

and expel from their consciousness the lies that want to lead humanity to tyranny by privatizing

sociopathic governments and corrupt.

www.brighteon.com/8ad6c0cc-b01f-41df-b036-62f4920edbd1  .-----

www.brighteon.com/b7b68f3d-f0d7-4d9b-9e97-91275e59c26d  .----- personas

www.weforum.org/.../klaus-schwab  .-----

forbiddenknowledgetv.net/dr-zelenko-we-are-living-through-a-global-bio..  .-----

www.globalresearch.ca/world-economic-forum-young-global-leaders-reveal..  .---
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ElizabethHope

JFK’s assassination was a secret coup d’etat that plunged us into the Vietnam War.
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Guillermou

Yes, ElizabethHope. PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY: HIS LIFE AND PUBLIC ASSASSINATION BY

THE CIA In commemoration of JFK’s assassination, we repost this article by Edward Curtin A WAR

HERO WHO WAS APPALLED BY WAR. It is very important to remember that Lieutenant John

Kennedy was a genuine Naval war hero in WW II, having risked his life and been badly injured while

saving his men in the treacherous waters of the South PaciUc after their PT boat was sunk by a

Japanese destroyer. His older brother Joe and his brother-in-law Billy Hartington had died in the

war, as had some of his boat’s crew members.

As a result, Kennedy was extremely sensitive to the horrors of war, and, when he Urst ran for

Congress in Massachusetts in 1946, he made it explicitly clear that avoiding another war was his

number one priority. This commitment remained with him and was intensely strengthened

throughout his brief presidency until the day he died, Ughting for peace. Despite much rhetoric to

the contrary, this anti-war stance was unusual for a politician, especially during the 1950s and

1960s.

Kennedy was a remarkable man, for even though he assumed the presidency as somewhat of a

cold warrior vis--vis the Soviet Union in particular, his experiences in ojce rapidly chastened that

stance. He very quickly came to see that there were many people surrounding him who relished the

thought of war, even nuclear war, and he came to consider them as very dangerous.

www.globalresearch.ca/president-john-f-kennedy-life-public-assassinati..  (11/22/2022)
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Cabochon

No need to explain coup d’etat, Chris. We have been discussing same over the last two years on

mercola.com and are well aware of technocracy’s war against humanity aided by the WEF and our

bought-and-paid-for politicians.Their names are listed on the WEF website along with PM Sunak’s

company Infosys’ as a WEF partner. Created in the 1970’s, the WEF escaped our attention until the

plandemic of 2020 alerted us to the nefarious objectives of the eugenist takeover, that party

politics are meaningless and that the people have been disenfranchised for a very long time, as our

elected politicians take their instructions from an unelected body of criminals.

We embattled UK citizens are Ughting the tyrannical despotism of our local authority in their

determination to (a) exclude taxpayers from their own city centres by closing roads, creating trajc

chaos, and diverting or cancelling public transport (b) transforming the normally thriving tourist

industry into an over-tourism theme park with only coffee shops, restaurants and hotels crowding

out the few remaining retailers. Sporting events especially at weekends close major routes through

the city centre making it a no-go area for locals especially the elderly. It can take up to three hours

for residents to reach their homes by public transport which are not more than a few miles.

All this is in preparation for the 15 minute neighbourhoods imprisoning tax payers to their allotted

zones on payment of Unes. The over-building of student rentals permission of our corrupt council

ensures lucrative returns and for our local woke universities and colleges as well as more pressure

on what remains of public transport and health services. Our third public meeting to discuss this

coup d’etat at local level is tomorrow.

www.technocracy.news/technocracys-coup-detat-exposed-in-mercolas-new-b..

 www.technocracy.news/catherine-austin-Utts-coup-detat-is-a-takedown-n..
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forbiddenhealing

Zombie thoughtforms of fear/doubt have already been installed in most brains.... You can't stay

plugged-in to state media communication vehicles and maintain any contact with reality!  How else

could anyone view Brandon or Zelensky...Happy-day drug commercials..BLM protests or Pride

Parades...or even second hand "news" spin by urban screen-creatures...without wretching-up their

breakfast?   Yes, the world is perfect on the interwebs...clickclick and one feels in control of the

world...yet many feel the creeping insanity of confusion and the disconnect twixt internet perfection

and the Ulthy decaying environment that surrounds them....twixt daily life and the ghosts that live in

their heads! The only world that exists rests atop the Atlas vertebra.. brah.
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Yes Randall, we can ajrm: "It is sterile and dangerous to believe that one dominates the entire

world thanks to the Internet when one does not have enough culture to Ulter the good information

from the bad." ZYGMUNT BAUMAN .-------------------------------------“The world enjoys the Internet as if

it were a toy. However, it is the most powerful weapon created by man." RUBN SERRANO
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weehen

Elon Musk is a wolf in sheep’s clothing.
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NurseKaren45

I agree! He scares me as much as Bill Gates does. Only Gates is a LITTLE more honest about his

agenda of depopulation. Musk has most people completely fooled.
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Guillermou

TWITTER’S SELF-REPORTED DATA SHOWS THAT, UNDER MUSK, the company has complied with

hundreds more government orders for censorship or surveillance.. -Since Musk took ownership,

the company has received 971 government demands, and fully complied with 808 of them. -Before

Musk, Twitter's full compliance rate hovered around 50%; since the takeover, it is over 80%. It’s

been exactly six months since Elon Musk took over Twitter, promising a new era of free speech and

independence from political bias. But Twitter’s self-reported data shows that, under Musk, the

company has complied with hundreds more government orders for censorship or surveillance —

especially in countries such as Turkey and India.’

palexander.substack.com/p/were-we-bullshitted-by-elon-musk?utm_source=..  (04/29/2023)
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DebbyW

I am grateful that Elon Musk released all the Twitter Ules. Without that, the average person wouldn't

know how much our government censored people. With his new hire replace, though, it may be

back to business as usual, unless he keeps a hand in the business. He may not be totally pro US

citizens, but he's better than Gates, Fauci, and the WEF.
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epi-cure

Musk is usually quite glib and even funny in places. His intellect and clarity of purpose almost

invariably give him the upper hand during a dialogue. He'll occasionally edit himself during mid

sentence but I've never heard him stammer and hesitate like I did during his recent discussion with

RFK. Was it strategic or entirely genuine or both when RFK Urst bestowed him with praise for

supporting freedom of the press and lack of censorship as prelude to a subsequent question to

Elon about Neuro-Link. Musk did his best, but not very convincingly to circumvent RFK's worry over

its potential risks and also the preemptive nature of A.I., replacing humans in the job market. Along

the way Musk because awkwardly simplistic in his summation of U.S. history post WWII.
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brianallen1

Elon and his fake (bottle) rockets and his dummy in a car traveling through "Space"? But he seems

like such a nice guy- not!
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ElizabethHope

Maybe not? He has a son who wants to transition into a woman. That may have been the impetus

for him buying Twitter. To Ught back against this manipulation of children. In fact, Elon Musk

promoted Matt Walsh’s documentary “What is a Woman?” On Twitter. I watched it for free last

weekend, and it was eye-opening!! Especially the disgusting truth about Kinsey and Money
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pjucla

The Internet is the devil’s playground.
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Guillermou

Lots of devils use the internet for their purposes, like Fauci, Biden, and Gates. Recall that Fauci

faced questions from two attorneys general in his lawsuit against the federal government for

allegedly colluding with Big Tech platforms to censor content critical of vaccines and COVID-19

countermeasures, as a federal judge temporarily halted the Statements from three other Biden

administrators. ojcials schmitt said: “Together with my Louisiana colleague, my ojce and I will

testify against Dr. Anthony Fauci in our lawsuit against the Biden Administration for allegedly

colluding with social media companies to censor free speech. “Since Uling our landmark lawsuit,

we have uncovered documents and Undings that show clear coordination between the Biden

Administration and social media companies on speech censorship.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/anthony-fauci-under-oath-social-me..  (2022)
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rrealrose

Apparently completely ok to censor your political opponents: Joe Rogan on YouTube Removing

Robert F. Kennedy Jr's Videos "Everything that he said is true...Eve - -

www.bitchute.com/.../TmAG7RACX2Q7  - - appears we have had a junta, a military dictatorship, no

longer a presidency.
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brianallen1

Last true president was Lincoln.
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grulla

Lincoln had the unique distinction, so far, of being the only U.S. President elected from a '3rd' party

at the time. www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/politics-july-dec04-third_parties  Paragraph subtitle;

"Obstacles third parties face"
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We will give it away for free and Ugure out how to make money off it later - Bill Gates. Did this lead to -

we will allow free and open discourse and Ugure out how to control it all later - SpeciUc individual

unknown. Every mouse trap has free cheese - regular folks from all over the world. Insert the product

into the public sphere until nothing can move without it, than bring down the hammer. The Native

Americans experience as the many usurpers brought in useful tools of iron, whatever, until all the old

ways were discarded, peoples unable to Ull their own needs.

Then, now give us what used to be yours, or no soup for you. Long story made short, if they will do it

with you, they will do it to you.In the end, Censorship kills itself because it does not allow proper

discourse to be engaged. At some point it's so obvious the Emperor has no clothes. When such is

revealed, the things needing change have become so large and so bad, change has to come, or

collapse will follow. Ultimately, Murderers of Their Own Wealth.
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Guillermou

Your comment Just is very accurate. A team of researchers from University College London did an

investigation and conUrmed that dishonesty from the point of view of the human brain increases

with repetition working. There is a neurological mechanism where fear plays a fundamental role:

the more repetition and less supervision, the less fear. ScientiUc research is subject to the power

of large corporations, where it adapts to the manipulation of power. data science, in which

computer science and social science come together to produce and systematize enormous

amounts of information. Transparency International Global Health, a non-governmental

organization whose objective is to improve the health system based on the detection of corrupt

practices, reported that corruption claims around 140,000 child deaths per year in the world.

The presence of intermediaries signiUcantly increases corruption. The results revealed that their

mere presence increases corruption. The authors of the study suggest, because with an

intermediary the responsibility of the actions is diluted and negative feelings are reduced. This Uts

perfectly with the corruption in the US where the Pharmaceutical MaUa and government

institutions can come to feel free of corruption or at least less corrupt from their dependent

relationships.

Another study showed that, although at Urst people who in a previous personality test had shown

to be more honest avoided corruption, as time progressed some also made antisocial decisions

that reduced the beneUts of the group and increased their proUts. That means that to safeguard

the honesty of a leader, control mechanisms and strong institutions are needed to keep them in

check. . www.nature.com/.../nn.4426  .--- link.springer.com/.../s10683-013-9358-8  .---

journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0116746  .--
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juststeve

It's the terrain Gui. Corruptive Rot creates more rot to feed on until the host no longer exist. The old

story of he who steals the goose from the commons is a great thief, he who steals the commons

from the goose, is a greater thief. What we have here is the thief is not happy stealing both the

goose and the commons, he is salting the Earth of the Commons. If allowed to continue replacing

all with Steel, Glass, Silicon Chips & ArtiUcial Life Mimicking Machines.

Posted On 06/11/2023

 

PintoHorse

@Just Steve. Excellent observation. We must pull our socks up; there's no other way barring the

direct intervention of God himself.
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Segstar

The word "free" has a very particular ring to it..Surely does light up that part of the brain that blindly

propels people to do what they want you to do... Don't walk, sprint away from these "freebies."

Posted On 06/11/2023

 

Dordee

Sad but true. Thus, I never believe anyone who says they offer their product free of charge. As my

dr who refused a free, no expense vacation for his family of 6 because they required him to

prescribe 600 prescriptions for Prozac. No wonder he resigned shortly after that! Constant

pressure from big pharma, government paperwork, not enough time with patients to give them

proper treatment and no time with his family. They are pushing honest drs out! Time for us to

become our own drs!
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rickaldinecomcast.net

Big Government is the virus.

Posted On 06/12/2023

 

epi-cure

Here a quote from the late astrophysicist, Carl Sagan: "I have a foreboding of an America in my

children's or grandchildren's time when the United States is a service and information economy; when

nearly all the manufacturing industries have slipped away to other countries; when awesome

technological powers are in the hands of a very few, and no one representing the public interest can

even grasp the issues; when the people have lost the ability to set their own agendas or knowledgeably

question those in authority; when, clutching our crystals and nervously consulting our horoscopes, our

critical faculties in decline, unable to distinguish between what feels good and what's true, we slide,

almost without noticing, back into superstition and darkness...

The dumbing down of American is most evident in the slow decay of substantive content in the

enormously inhuential media, the 30 second sound bites (now down to 10 seconds or less), lowest

common denominator programming, credulous presentations on pseudoscience and superstition, but

especially a kind of celebration of ignorance" Carl Sagan, The Demon-Haunted World: Science as a

Candle in the Dark
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Segstar

There is a reason why it's called the WWW "world wide web." This is Lucifer's plan to destroy everything

God has created..The fake news media has been very instrumental in publicizing his propaganda.They

can take an innocent man and make his guilty and take a guilty man and make him innocent...Now that

the very vast majority of people are "hooked" it's time to cull the herd...And we are witnessing this evil

Urst hand.. Stay strong and in His faith and don't post anything you don't want the whole world to

know...

Posted On 06/11/2023

 

rrealrose

Yup, found Friday evening, looks like a banned documentary of unknown source, regardless of their

footnotes referencing govt documents. Here ya go! UNVACCINATED The Documentary. - -

www.bitchute.com/.../vMObb1ibgUqE  - - thought provoking topics covering what is truth; how to

Urst create a problem, then decide only one way to Ux it (herding the populace); how to divide

populations incite to Ught among themselves, and more psyops. Light a candle.
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Segstar

Rosie yup keep on shining the light , make it a bright one everyday I say...cheers

Posted On 06/11/2023

 

grulla

"There is a reason why it's called the WWW "world wide web." This is Lucifer's plan to destroy

everything God has created.." In a similar vein, 30+ years ago, people in s.e. AZ objected to the U.S.

Hwy 666, (the devil's sign), and it was therefore changed to U.S. Hwy 191, at least in the southern

part of the U.S. www.aaroads.com/.../us-191-az
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don3724

Much of the younger generations lack perspective and the wisdom to listen to those with more

experience. Anyone who used internet from beginning can recall the lack of censorship - I remember

when your search would yield pages of relevant and related information. Anyone who used it then has

seen the progression of censorship effecting search results. And several elections ago (pre-Covid)

when all chats’ were turned off to prevent discussion was nail in cojn. Internet is extension of media

spoon feeding masses only information it wants populace to know. Some of us older and wiser -or

enlightened to the game- do a bit more ’digging’.
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ElizabethHope

Exactly!!! I remember when I could Und hundreds of Blogspot and Blogger and Wordpress blogs

from around the world - It was amazing! Search results on Google resulted in endless pages. Now:

Just Corporate websites. Google is restricting access to what’s actually available on the internet.

Google’s mantra was “Don’t be evil.” I guess they lived up to half of that.

Posted On 06/11/2023

 

juststeve

Fahrenheit 451.
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old7675

A truly remarkable and frightening article. Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for exposing this to the public. You

do us all a huge service and to our country. God bless you, sir.
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epi-cure

So here's a woman, a rancher, age 82, who could pass for 60, no exaggeration. Her diet consists

entirely of meat and water. She is doing her best to educate those who will listen 1) that it's what's kept

her strong, mind and body at what she considers for her is "middle age", 2) the dire need to sustain the

cattle industry given all the forces that are working against it: www.youtube.com/watch
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mky32022

Wow! Maggie White is full of piss & vinegar. It's hard to believe she is 82 yrs old. She is an

inspiration to all.

Posted On 06/11/2023

 

Jeremiah.8

Just Unished reading Kory's book on ivermectin. The personal dimension was gut wrenching. Prayers

to him, his new business and especially his family. Thankfully he assured us that he is not suicidal.
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Almond

I do not wish to pursue political opinions and cannot vouch for accuracy. These comments from The

Children's Defense site contain some interesting ideas--and facts, if accurate.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/steve-wenger-janssen-covid-vaccine..  Gay Studebaker

Heisenberg3 days ago Please stop being naive. It slows everyone, especially you, down. Why in the hell

do you think they didn't do the studies before they injected everyone? They were just too stupid to think

of it? NO. This is a bioweapon and they knew exactly what the probable outcomes of injecting people

with it were. All the animal trials resulted in dead animals.

That's the exact result they were hoping for. And none of this is over redardless of anyone's infantile

fantasies of "going back to normal". Until we accept that a hoard of pshychopaths who do NOT THINK

OR FEEL LIKE NORMAL PEOPLE IN ANY WAY planned and perpetrated this crime, we will never catch

up enough to make any kind of progress in this Ught. God Bless. KATHLEEN Gay Studebaker3 days ago

THIS BIOWEAPON HAS BEEN IN PRODUCTION/RESEARCH SINCE THE LATE 80S UNDER WHERE

FAUCI WAS INVOLVED AS THE mRNA VACCINE WAS INTENDED ORIGINALLY FOR AIDS. HOWEVER,

THE RESULTS WERE HORRIFIC ON ANIMALS, BUT EXPERIMENTS CONTINUED.

THE ORIGINAL RESEARCHER WAS DR. ROBERT MALONE. HE LEFT THE RESEARCH TO PURSUE

OTHER....AND FAUCI GOT INVOVLED IN LATE 90S. WE ALL KNOW WHERE THAT WENT. HE WAS

INVOVLED IN THE GAIN OF FUNCITON BETWEEN UNC-CHARLOTTE AND WUHAN LAB. FUACI SHOULD

HAVE ALREADY BEEN ARRESTED FOR CRIMES AGAINST HUMAINTY. THE SADDEST THING ABOUT

ALL OF THIS IS GOING TO BE A MASS GENOCIDE -STERALIATION OF MEN AND WOMEN IS NOW

RAMPANT, 600%, CANCER UP 1000%. MYOCARDITIS WHICH WAS VERY RARE IS NOW RAMPANT -

NUT THE MOST VUNERALBE AGE GROUP IS 16-38, OUR STRONGEST AGE GROUP. ALSO, HOSPITALS

WILL NOT TAKE VACCINATED BLOOD, NOR WILL THE AMERICAN RED CROSS.
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rld8356

www.redcross.org/about-us/news-and-events/press-release/2023/blood-com.. : snippet- "All

blood collection organizations in the U.S. are required to follow Food and Drug Administration

guidelines and regulations to collect, process and distribute blood products for patients in need.

The FDA explicitly allows donors who have recently received approved or authorized COVID-19

vaccines to give blood as long as they are healthy on the day of donation and meet all other

eligibility criteria.  On multiple occasions, the Food and Drug Administration has conUrmed that

there is no evidence to support concerns related to the safety of blood donated by vaccinated

individuals."
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grulla

I donate blood regularly, following the 56 day waiting rule. When Vitalant (formerly UBS) and Red

Cross started adding the Covid vax question to their routine questonaires, I was wary of their

intentions from all I had been reading at the time, but answered with an honest "NO". To my

surprise, I soon found out that both blood banks preferred unvaxxed. :-)
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versatile

In the post COVID world, there are two types of people: those who know too much and want to

understand, and those who don't want to know too much, and don't understand mypillow.

Posted On 06/11/2023

 

pipblanc

The have and the have nots! What is the pillow? Is it a reference to going to sleep or pulling the

wool over our eyes?
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Lee1959

If you are talking about mypillow created by MikeLindell, those are the worst pillows and sheets

ever. The pillows are lumpy, the sheets are waaaaayyyy to large for the bed (to accommodate all

depths of beds), so they always have wrinkles and bulges in them making it uncomfortable to

sleep. We spent a LOT of money on them for a bad product. Lifetime warranty? You have to jump

through so many hoops to return them. You have to pay for shipping and pay a restocking fee. I

went to a legitimate consumer business rating site and saw about half of the ratings of mp

purchasers were not happy with them. I know it was legitimate because you have to upload a copy

of the receipt to be able to post your complaint. Nobody in our house likes them. They always end

up on the hoor (an excellent indicator of a bad pillow). I have to pick them all up every day. $200

wasted. My husband really wanted to support MikeLindell. I don't have the heart to tell hubby that

he got ripped off.
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drb6345

The internet works by sending packets of data, which include origin and destination details, routed

over a network consisting of a series of nodes. Both the hardware and the data protocols were

developed by the military industrial complex. Pray tell - how do you expect not to be monitored at will?
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Diognes

The ADL. Somebody had to say it. The ADL has been working to nullify the 1st amendment for years,

web.archive.org/web/20080704120912/http://www.adl.org/99hatecrime/prin.. . Now they control most

of the internet, with exceptions, www.bitchute.com/.../dCjLtFlWIlIS
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WillieBe

In the fall of 2016, the media failed to report that Obama quietly signed over the US control of the

internet to ICANN. Then on January 20, 2017, the very afternoon of Trumps inauguration, Obama hew

to Silicon Valley and met with several tech giants. I remember the media reporting it that evening and I

found it very strange that would be the Urst place Obama would choose to go after leaving the White

House. Now it makes perfect sense.
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goferal

May be the most surreptitiously anti-social con'trap ever devised ..., along with the cellphone. Like who

wouldn't rather be self owned.

Posted On 06/11/2023

 

LadyLifeGrows

There is a book called "The Wisdom of Crowds" describing enormous beneUts and wisdom--when

information is fully free. Censorship effectively stupeUes a population. The book is a good read, but the

message is absolutely 5-star. That book is CENTRAL to the Great Awakening we are all working on.

James Surowiecki's book, "The Wisdom of Crowds: Why the Many Are Smarter Than the Few and How

Collective Wisdom Shapes Business, Economies, Societies, and Nations," explores the idea that large

groups of people are smarter than an elite few, no matter how brilliant, at solving problems, fostering

innovation, coming to wise decisions, and even predicting the future.
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Brad522

Comments on rrealrose bitchute link.  A pandemic of Lies: ConUrmed: MHRA conUrms COVID is

Man-Made & the Vaccines are not based on the “Virus” but instead on Computer Generated GenBank

908947.3 DNA  The Expose

expose-news.com/2023/01/23/synthetic-pandemic-covid-manmade-vaccines-d..
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tomcm55

But Al Gore said he invented the Internet any how in the late 70s I read 1984 I felt no way by 84 BUT

maybe in 40 years and this thing called Google had so many holes in it and still does.. and now with

this article it brings Mouse Trap the book and game well umm come alive.
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sonniel

Well done to both of you. Thank you for continuing to bravely put facts and options in front of us. We

the people.
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kja247

This all began when JFK was assassinated, continued with October surprise which installed CIA /

Bush1 as VP and then POTUS, the coup complete
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bsc8784

Yeah, yeah, it is all well and good that the House Appropriations committee cease funding these

operations but that won't necessarily make them go away. Remember that the Pentagon has lots of

dark money whose (stated) purpose is revealed to only a select few. Who is to know that some of those

funds aren't diverted into some new "program" which keeps these very same activities alive?
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Almond

It has also been my observation that some of the most mind-controlled people are those who watch a

lot of tv and mainly get their news from television. This includes those who may not like to read and do

their own independent research and esp. some of the elderly who lose vision and Und it dijcult to read

much. I see less of dependency on mainstream media among people who are actively engaged in

outdoor pursuits. It seems that spending much of your day outdoors WORKING in nature brings a sort

of reality and relativity to your life. Organizing your life around television programming is a fantasyland.

The most grounded people I know do not own televisions and the number seems to be increasing.

When out small secondhand television broke during the Urst year of our marriage, we did not have the

money to replace it. (Back then, you did not just get a tv free on craigslist or pick up another one cheap

at a secondhand store.) We Ugured we had better things to do than watch tv. It turned out to be one of

the best decision we ever made, and we have not missed it, although my husband will occasionally get

together with friends to watch a football game.

That is a good male bonding experience for him, more so than watching tv. Although he enjoys sports,

he can take it or leave it, esp. nowadays that so much has been politicized. We have had the extra

hours we would have spent watching tv to Ull our lives with so many other valuable activities and

experiences--also, prob working more than the average person, which has also improved our lives.

-But, much of our work is also our play. I could omit house cleaning and weeding the garden, though...
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cralef

The World Wide Web is just an extension of the internet that I had access to in the late 1980s. Then the

internet was just a bulletin board. Among other things I had access to DICE, an IT job board.
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Mogrammy

Brilliant article. Thank you Dr. Mercola.

Posted On 06/11/2023

 

mrrobb

censorship............yeah read these and see who is sticking it down your throat>>

 en.wikipedia.org/.../Theodore_N._Kaufman  www.bitchute.com/.../zJ2qOWgDnHB7

 www.bitchute.com/.../PJbmZP3nyUkv  www.bitchute.com/.../lslBj2u4v3Uw

 www.bitchute.com/.../9TKBTN3hAyrm  www.bitchute.com/.../eB9a5exAccNd
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mrrobb

en.wikipedia.org/.../Theodore_N._Kaufman  www.bitchute.com/.../zJ2qOWgDnHB7

 www.bitchute.com/.../PJbmZP3nyUkv  www.bitchute.com/.../lslBj2u4v3Uw

 www.bitchute.com/.../9TKBTN3hAyrm  www.bitchute.com/.../eB9a5exAccNd
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mrrobb

WAKE UP People
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mrrobb

DARPA is worldwide....has been for years..if you think its only in USA your wrong......every country has

a ARPA ( Advanced Research Agency) type of operation.........and all are interwoven since the

1930s......back when the World Governments did supposed 'Worldwide Research on DNA' >>>>

www.dna-worldwide.com/.../history-dna-timeline  <<< several countries were allocated a selected

segment of the DNA helix for 'Advanced Research' and after a time were to join forces and trade notes

and information...most this was just a Public Fraud..... They all have been cloning humans for

decades...and have actually created a better form of humanity,. in their eyes anyhow,so before long

these 'Human Clones' willl be let lose into 'da population'.....actually before 2027...LOL. Most people are

so concerned that "they are targeted' or singled out.........LOL......typical female brain....

Me -me-me-me , narcissistic mind.....but its Masses of population that will die 'within hours. from the

millions of 5G radiation Transmitters on poles and streetlights and power line poles and towers ie

cellphone towers and on an in.....these smaller units will broadcast RF Radiation 24/7 as many are

already operating with Pulsed RF Radiation.from 900 megahertz to 3 gigahertz and higher....right now I

nave several meters and metering areas that I can read in real time pulses from 2.41 gtz to 2.87 to

1.641 to 2.47 and this is going on 24/7.....now these are frequencies not really needed for any

comunications.....opnly used in pulsed forms with unusual Modulations of these pulses...and

think.......this is only coming to your world ......so what??  you might ask......maybe look back to a noted

master in the Ueld of RF on living Tissue.....I Dr named >>>>

theprint.in/theprint-proUle/j-c-bose-father-of-radio-science-who-was-..  < more >>>>>>>>
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